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Abstract
Network-oriented research has been increasingly popular in many scientific areas. In neuro-
science research, imaging-based network connectivity measures have become the key for un-
derstanding brain organizations, potentially serving as individual neural fingerprints. There
are major challenges in analyzing connectivity matrices including the high dimensionality
of brain networks, unknown latent sources underlying the observed connectivity, and the
large number of brain connections leading to spurious findings. In this paper, we propose
a novel blind source separation method with low-rank structure and uniform sparsity (LO-
CUS) as a fully data-driven decomposition method for network measures. Compared with
the existing method that vectorizes connectivity matrices ignoring brain network topology,
LOCUS achieves more efficient and accurate source separation for connectivity matrices
using low-rank structure. We propose a novel angle-based uniform sparsity regularization
that demonstrates better performance than the existing sparsity controls for low-rank ten-
sor methods. We propose a highly efficient iterative Node-Rotation algorithm that exploits
the block multi-convexity of the objective function to solve the non-convex optimization
problem for learning LOCUS. We illustrate the advantage of LOCUS through extensive
simulation studies. Application of LOCUS to Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort
neuroimaging study reveals biologically insightful connectivity traits which are not found
using the existing method.
Keywords: blind source separation, low-rank, matrix factorization, network connectivity,
neuroimaging
1. Introduction
In this paper, we present a blind source separation (BSS) method for decomposing imaging-
based brain network measures to identify underlying source signals characterizing connec-
tivity traits. Our work is motivated by brain network research in neuroimaging studies. In
recent years, network-oriented analyses have become an important research field in neuro-
science for understanding brain organization and its involvement in neurodevelopment and
mental disorders (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Deco et al., 2011; Satterthwaite et al., 2014b;
Kemmer et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016; Wang and Guo, 2019). In neuroimaging studies,
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network measures are derived from various neuroimaging modalities to reflect functional or
structural connections between a set of nodes or brain regions. The network measures are
typically encoded as symmetric matrices where the entries represent brain connectivity be-
tween pairs of nodes or regions in the brain. For example, derived from functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) or electroencephalogram (EEG), functional connectivity (FC)
measures the dependence between temporal dynamics in neural processing of spatially dis-
joint brain regions (Biswal et al., 1995; Lang et al., 2012; Kemmer et al., 2018; Kundu et al.,
2019). The commonly used FC measures include the Pearson correlation matrix or partial
correlation matrix (Smith et al., 2011; Church et al., 2008; Seeley et al., 2009; Wang et al.,
2016). These connectivity measures contain important information about the structure of
brain organizations and could potentially serve as an individual’s neural fingerprint that
help inform disease diagnosis or treatment planning (Finn et al., 2015; Amico and Gon˜i,
2018b).
There are several major challenges in network analysis in neuroimaging studies. First,
to fully capture the whole brain organization, connectivity matrices are usually high di-
mensional (Chung, 2018). For example, the voxel-level brain network based on fMRI data
contains tens of thousands of nodes and nearly half a billion edges. More commonly, atlas-
based brain networks are constructed based on a brain atlas or node system such as the
automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) and the more
recent Power’s node system (Power et al., 2011) and Glassier’s atlas (Glasser et al., 2013).
Although the number of nodes are reduced dramatically in these atlas-based networks,
there are still hundreds of nodes and hundreds of thousands of edges (Chung, 2018; Solo
et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016). The high dimensionality makes it chal-
lenging to analyze the brain network for scientific discoveries. Secondly, brain connectome
is a complex organization encompassing many underlying neural circuits. The observed
connectivity matrix, measuring the overall connectivity patterns across the brain, repre-
sents aggregated information from various underlying neural circuits (Figure 1). Currently,
there is a lack of methods for reliably decomposing the observed connectivity matrices to
recover those underlying neurocircuitry subsystems. Neuroscience literature has suggested
that demographic- or disease-related alterations in brain network usually happen in certain
small scale neural circuits instead of in the whole brain connectome. Without consistent
dissection of neural circuits, it is often not clear which neural circuits are primary drivers of
subpopulation differences and clinical symptoms. Thirdly, given the large number of edges
present in the brain networks, there is a high possibility of spurious findings in terms of
outcome-related brain connections across the network in neuroscience research.
1.1 Our Proposed Method
In this paper, we propose a novel low-rank decomposition of brain connectivity with uniform
sparsity (LOCUS) method. LOCUS is a fully data-driven blind source separation method
for decomposing brain network measures. Specifically, LOCUS decomposes subjects’ con-
nectivity matrix , Y , into a linear combination of latent source signals, {S`}q`=1, weighted
by mixing coefficients {a`}q`=1, i.e. Y =
∑q
`=1 a`S`+ error. Here, each of the source signals
S` represents an underlying neurocircuitry trait and the mixing coefficients a` represent
subject-specific loadings on the trait. We propose to model the source signals using a low-
2
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Figure 1: Illustration of decomposing the brain functional network into various underlying
neurocircuitry traits.
Figure 2: Example connectivity traits extracted from resting-state fMRI data.
rank structure X`D`X
′
` where D` is a diagonal matrix. This is well motivated by the
observation that brain connectivity traits often have block-diagonal or banded structure
(Figure 2) that can be efficiently captured with a low-rank factorization (Zhou et al., 2013).
The low-rank structure leads to a significant reduction in the number of parameters, hence
improving accuracy and reliability in the recovery of underlying connectivity traits. More-
over, we propose a novel regularization method to achieve the sparsity in the extracted latent
source signals with the low-rank structure for reducing spurious findings. Our regularization
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method directly targets element-wise sparsity of the the connectivity traits S` modeled via
the low-rank structure X`D`X
′
`. This novel sparsity regularization is conceptually intuitive
and significantly reduces false positive connections when extracting the connectivity traits.
The learning of LOCUS is formulated as a non-convex optimization problem. We show that
the optimization function has a block multi-convex structure (Gorski et al., 2007). Based on
this property, we develop an efficient node-alternating algorithm with closed-form solutions
at each iteration for estimating the parameters in LOCUS.
1.2 Related Works and Our Contributions
Currently, the most popular blind source separation methods for decomposing neuroimag-
ing data is independent component analysis (ICA). In neuroscience research, ICA is widely
used for dimension reduction, denoising and extraction of latent neural components. ICA
has achieved great success in many neuroimaging applications (Beckmann and Smith, 2004;
Guo, 2011; Contreras et al., 2017; Mejia et al., 2019; Wang and Guo, 2019; Lukemire et al.,
2020). However, existing ICA applications have mainly focused on decomposing observed
neural activity signals such as the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) series from fMRI
or the electrodes signal series from EEG. Brain connectivity data has quite different proper-
ties as compared to activity data. For example, a connectivity matrix is typically symmetric
and its diagonal elements (i.e. self-connections) are often not of interest. Therefore, the
relevant information in a connectivity matrix is captured by its lower or upper triangle ma-
trix (Amico et al., 2017). Traditional matrix decomposition approaches such as ICA cannot
be directly applied to brain connectivity matrices. Recently, Amico et al. (2017) proposed
a connectivity independent component analysis framework (connICA) for brain connec-
tivity data. connICA first vectorizes the connectivity matrices and then utilizes existing
ICA algorithms for decomposition. Ignoring the dependence structure across edges in the
brain network, connICA method treats each edge independently and has a large number
of parameters, which reduces accuracy and reliability in extracting connectivity compo-
nents. connICA also does not include sparsity regularization, leading to noisy estimates
and spurious findings in connectivity analysis.
Our proposed LOCUS is one of the first statistically principled BSS methods for brain
connectivity measures and has several innovative contributions over existing decomposition
methods: 1) LOCUS achieves more efficient and accurate source separation for connectivity
matrices by assuming a low-rank factorization structure for the extracted latent connectivity
components/traits. The low-rank structure results in a dramatic decrease in the number of
parameters and hence leads to more accurate recovery of underlying connectivity traits. 2)
Compared to the vectorization approach such as connICA, the low-rank structure provides
another major advantage by taking into account the dependence structure across edges
that involve the same brain region. This allows LOCUS to borrows information across
edges, leading to more robust estimation. 3) LOCUS utilizes a novel sparsity regularization
method to reduce false positive connections when extracting the connectivity traits, thus
alleviating the burden of searching for an optimal threshold in the existing methods.
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1.2.1 Distinction from existing tensor methods and our contributions
In recent years, there have been methods development in using tensor or low-rank factoriza-
tion for studying network data in neuroimaging analysis (Durante et al., 2017; Zhou et al.,
2013; Sun and Li, 2017; Wang et al., 2017). Our proposed LOCUS approach has several
key distinctions and contributions over these methods. The existing methods mainly focus
on using the low-rank structure to reduce the size of the high-dimensional parameters in
tensor regressions or to model binary brain networks. Specifically, existing tensor regression
methods in brain network analysis (Zhou et al., 2013; Sun and Li, 2017) either treat brain
connectivity matrices as a high dimensional predictor or model it as a tensor outcome. The
low-rank structure is assumed for the regression parameters to efficiently learn the high-
dimensional parameters in regression setting. In some other work, Bayesian methods are
developed for binary brain networks obtained by thresholding the observed brain connectiv-
ity measures (Durante et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017). These papers mainly adopt low-rank
factorization in modeling the parameters characterizing the probability mass function of
the binary network data.
Compared with the existing low-rank factorization methods, the proposed LOCUS has
a fundamentally different goal that aims to conduct fully data-driven decomposition of
multi-subject connectivity data to extract population-level latent connectivity traits corre-
sponding to various neural circuits. As another distinction, LOCUS generates a very useful
output: mixing coefficients, which are not obtainable from other low-rank network methods.
The coefficients represent subject-specific trait loadings on the connectivity traits, quantify-
ing the prominence or presence of the traits in individual subjects. By associating subjects’
trait loadings with clinical measures, investigators can identify neural circuits associated
with clinical groups or clinical symptoms, which offers appealing clinical interpretability.
1.2.2 Distinction from existing sparsity regularization methods and our
contributions
Currently, there are two major approaches of sparsity penalization for low-rank factorization
(Raskutti and Yuan, 2015; Wang et al., 2018): the vector-wise sparsity constraint that aims
to achieve element-wise sparsity of the column vectors X` (Zhou et al., 2013; Sun and
Li, 2017; Li et al., 2018), and the low-rank matrix constraint that aims to recover a low-
rank matrix via regularization on D` such as minimizing the nuclear norm of S` (Chen
et al., 2013; Rabusseau and Kadri, 2016; Fan et al., 2017; Yuan and Zhang, 2016). Both
of the existing sparsity controls have limitations for achieving our goal which is to recover
parsimonious connectivity traits S`. The low rank constraint that aims to achieve low
rankness in S` does not necessarily ensure the sparsity in S` (Sun and Li, 2017). The
vector-wise sparsity control might not generate desired sparsity pattern on reconstructed
sources since they depend on the dot product between the matrices.
Our purpose is to decompose the brain connectivity matrices to extract the latent sources
corresponding to various brain neurocircuitry traits which are of main interest. Therefore,
we provide a more intuitive way of sparsity regularization by directly penalizing on la-
tent sources S`. Through extensive simulation studies, we show this new sparsity method
demonstrates more accurate and robust performance in recovering underlying traits than
the commonly used sparsity controls. Furthermore, compared with some existing sparsity
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controls which require numerical methods to solve, our new sparsity penalization allows for
explicit analytic solutions to the optimization function in the estimation, which increases
computational efficiency.
In summary, we proposed a novel blind source separation method for decomposing brain
connectivity matrix. Our contributions include following. First, to the best of our knowl-
edge, LOCUS is the first formal signal separation approach with a low-rank structure for
decomposing brain connectivity matrices. The low-rank structure leads to considerable re-
duction in parameters and improved accuracy, allowing LOCUS to achieve more efficient
and reliable source separation for connectivity metrics. Secondly, we propose a novel spar-
sity regularization method that aims to control the element-wise or uniform sparsity on
the reconstructed matrix from the low-rank factorization. Compared with the commonly
used sparsity methods that focus on controlling sparsity on the vector or diagonal matrix
components in the low-rank factorization, our method aims to control the sparsity in the
overall matrix reconstructed from the low-rank structure, which directly targets the output,
i.e. connectivity trait, that we are interested in. This new sparsity control has shown highly
promising results in the simulation studies and provide a new type of sparsity regulariza-
tion that can be generally applied in low-rank structure involved models such as tensor
regressions or covariance modeling. Thirdly, we prove the block multi-convexity in LO-
CUS objective function and develop an efficient node-rotation algorithm to break down the
original non-convex optimization problem into a series of sub-convex problems with closed-
form solutions. The proposed model and the estimation algorithm demonstrate superior
performance in recovering the underlying source signals though our extensive simulation
studies.
The overall structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
methodology including model specification, the Bayesian perspective of LOCUS, algorithm
for estimation. Section 3 is for the simulation study. Section 4 is the real data application.
Section 5 is for discussion and conclusion.
2. Methodology
2.1 Notations and Structure
We define vector norm ‖x‖h = (
∑
i |xi|h)
1
h with an integer h ≥ 1, and we denote the Frobe-
nius norm of a matrix by ‖X‖F = (
∑
ij X
2
ij)
1/2. Suppose we observe brain connectivity
data from N subjects. Let Y ∗i denote a V × V symmetric brain connectivity matrix for
the ith (i = 1, . . . , N) subject with Y ∗i (u, v) ∈ R representing the strength of connection
between node u and v in the brain. Y ∗i is obtained by performing proper transformations
on brain connectivity measures. Since the diagonal of Y ∗i which represents self-relationship
in the network is typically not of interest, we define a vector Yi based on the upper triangu-
lar elements of Y ∗i , i.e. Yi = L(Y ∗i ) where L(Y ∗i ) = [Y ∗i (1, 2),Y ∗i (1, 3), ...,Y ∗i (V − 1, V )]′.
Here, L : RV×V → Rp with p = V (V − 1)/2.
2.2 Model
In this section, we introduce the LOCUS framework for decomposing multi-subject connec-
tivity matrices while assuming a low-rank structure for the underlying connectivity traits.
6
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We also propose a novel sparsity regularization method that aims to achieve element-wise
sparsity on the reconstructed connectivity trait based on the low-rank structure.
2.2.1 The LOCUS Decomposition Model
We propose the following LOCUS model to decompose the multi-subject connectivity ma-
trices to extract latent connectivity sources. Motivated by the observed patterns of brain
connectivity traits which often have block-diagonal or banded structure (Figure 2), we model
connectivity sources with a low-rank structure which can considerably reduce the number
of parameters while capturing the network characteristics. Specifically,
Yi =
q∑
`=1
ai`S` + ei, (1)
where S` ∈ Rp (` = 1, . . . , q) is the source signal of the `th connectivity source or trait
and we assume independence across the q traits, {ai`} are the mixing coefficients or trait
loadings which mixes the traits to generate the observed connectivity, ei ∈ Rp is an error
independent of the source signals. The number of latent sources, i.e. q, can be determined
using existing methods such as the Laplace approximation method (Minka, 2000; Shi and
Guo, 2016; Wang and Guo, 2019). We can also rewrite the LOCUS model in (1) across
subjects as,
Y = AS +E, (2)
where Y = [Y1, ...,YN ]
′ ∈ RN×p is the multi-subject connectivity data, S = [S1, ...,Sq]′ ∈
Rq×p is the connectivity traits matrix, A = {ai`} ∈ RN×q is the mixing/loading matrix,
and E = [e1, ..., eN ]
′ ∈ RN×p.
We model the connectivity source signals via a low-rank structure, i.e.
S` = L(X`D`X ′`), (3)
where X` = [X
(1)
` , . . . ,X
(R`)
` ] ∈ RV×R` with R` < V and each column X(r)` (r = 1, . . . , R`)
is a V × 1 vector with unit norm, i.e. ‖X(r)` ‖2 = 1 for identifiability purpose. D` is a
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements d` = (d
(1)
` , .., d
(R`)
` ). The low-rank structure implies
the V nodes reside in a reduced subspace of R` dimensions, i.e. S` = L(
∑R`
r=1 d
(r)
` X
(r)
` X
(r)′
` )
where the rth column X
(r)
` ∈ RV×1 represents the coordinates of the V nodes in the rth
dimension and d
(r)
` reflects the contribution of the rth dimension in generating S`. Each row
of X`, i.e. X`(v)
′ with X`(v) ∈ RR`×1, represents the coordinates of the vth node in the R`
dimensional latent subspace. As shown in Figure 2, the network property and topological
structures may vary considerably across different connectivity traits. Therefore, we let the
subspace rank R` to be specific to each latent source to accommodate such differences.
Figure 3 illustrates the framework of LOCUS method.
The decomposition part of the LOCUS model in (1) takes a similar form as the proba-
bilistic ICA (Hyva¨rinen et al., 2001; Beckmann and Smith, 2004) which is a classical blind
source separation method . However, there are key distinctions between LOCUS and ICA.
The existing connectivity ICA methods such as connICA (Amico et al., 2017) simply vec-
torizes a connectivity matrix and assumes the p elements in S` are independent random
7
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Figure 3: Illustration of LOCUS framework for decomposing subjects’ brain functional con-
nectivity (FC) matrices into latent source signal matrices representing various un-
derlying neurocircuitry traits. Each latent source signal matrix is further modeled
via a symmetric low-rank factorization.
samples from the same latent variable, ignoring the network topology structure across the
brain. In comparison, LOCUS models the source signal using a low-rank structure which
is well-motivated by the characteristics of the connectivity metrics. The low-rank structure
offers several major advantages. First, it leads to a significant reduction of the number
of parameters from a quadratic function of the number of nodes V to a linear function of
V , hence improving reliability in estimation. Furthermore, the low-rank structure offers
appealing interpretations for neurocircuitry structures. Each of the R` subspace dimension
can potentially reveal an underlying neurophysiological event that contributes to the con-
nectivity trait where X
(r)
` captures the activity of V nodes in the rth neural event, allowing
us to identify key nodes involved in a connectivity trait. The connection between two nodes
in the `th trait depends on the similarity in the activity of the nodes across the R` neu-
ral events, i.e. S`(u, v) =
∑R`
r=1 d
(r)
` X
(r)
`u X
(r)
`v , which coincides with the definition of brain
connectivity in neuroscience (Friston et al., 1993; Friston, 2011). The contribution coeffi-
cients d
(r)
` represents the significance of the rth neural event in defining the connectivity
trait. Therefore, LOCUS reveals underlying neural events and brain nodes contributing to
the connectivity trait. The existing ICA methods do not provide such interpretations and
insights.
2.2.2 A novel sparsity regularization
In LOCUS, we model each latent source S` with a low-rank factorization. To obtain parsi-
monious results for the connectivity traits, we propose a new sparsity method that aims to
achieve element-wise sparsity on the reconstructed connectivity traits based on the low-rank
8
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structure. Currently, the commonly adopted sparsity regularization methods in low-rank
factorization and tensor decomposition methods fall into two major categories: the vector-
wise sparsity constraint or low-rank matrix constraint (Raskutti and Yuan, 2015; Wang
et al., 2018). The vector-wise sparsity methods aim to achieve element-wise sparsity of the
column vectors {X(r)` } by minimizing a penalization terms based on the L1 or L2 norms
of {X(r)` } (Zhou et al., 2013; Li et al., 2018; Fan and Li, 2001; Zhang et al., 2010). The
low-rank constraint methods aim to recover a low-rank matrix via regularization on D`
such as minimizing the nuclear norm of D` (Chen et al., 2013; Rabusseau and Kadri, 2016;
Fan et al., 2017; Yuan and Zhang, 2016). In LOCUS, our goal is to recover parsimonious
connectivity traits S`. The existing vector-wise sparsity control and low rank constraint
methods have certain limitations in achieving this goal. The vector-wise sparsity control,
which aims to achieve sparsity in the column vectors {X(r)` }, does not necessarily lead to
the desired sparsity in the connectivity traits which depends on the dot product between
the vectors. The nuclear norm method that aims to achieve low rankness in S` does not
necessarily lead to sparse estimates for the connectivity traits.
To achieve sparsity in the extracted connectivity traits to reduce false positives and
improve the robustness of the results, we propose a novel sparsity regularization that aims
to achieve element-wise sparsity on the reconstructed connectivity trait matrix based on
the low rank structure. i.e. S` = L(X`D`X ′`). The objective function for estimating the
LOCUS model with the new sparsity control is defined as follows,
min
N∑
i=1
‖Yi −
q∑
`=1
ai`L(X`D`X ′`)‖22 + φ
q∑
`=1
∑
u<v
|X`(u)′D`X`(v)|, (4)
where φ is a tuning parameter for the sparsity term. The penalty term in (4) aims to achieve
element-wise or uniform sparsity on the upper triangular elements of the reconstructed
connectivity traits, i.e. S`(u, v) across all node pairs (u, v) with u < v. We denote this
novel regularization method as L1-based uniform sparsity across connections. Alternative
penalization functions such as L2 norm, SCAD or MCP can also be adopted for our sparsity
regularization.
To provide insights on the proposed sparsity method, we note that the penalization
term in (4) is essentially an angle-based penalization. Specifically, for the `th latent source,
the penalty term aims to minimize the summation of the weighted inner products between
latent coordinates vectors between all the node pairs in the brain. Since the inner product
corresponds to the angle between two nodes in the latent subspace, our sparsity penalization
is constructed based on the angles between the node pairs in the latent subspace of the source
signals. Since our endpoint of interest in LOCUS is the connectivity between the nodes,
the proposed sparsity regularization with targets the angles, i.e. dependence, between the
node pairs is intuitively and theoretically appealing. Additionally, we show in Section 2.4
that with this proposed sparsity term we can develop an efficient learning algorithm with
closed-form solutions in each updating step to optimize the objective function. This is
another advantage of the our sparsity regularization compared with some existing sparsity
methods that require numerical methods (i.e. gradient method) to solve.
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2.3 A Bayesian prospective on LOCUS
In this section, we show that the estimation of LOCUS can be formulated in a Bayesian
framework. Specifically, our proposed uniform sparsity penalty can be derived from speci-
fying a joint prior on {X`,D`}. The proposed optimization for LOCUS in (4) is equivalent
to the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation.
For the Bayesian framework, the data generation model is the LOCUS model in (1)
where the error ei follows zero mean Gaussian distribution with the covariance σ
2Ip. The
source signals S` are modeled via the low-rank structure in (3), i.e. S` = L(X`D`X ′`).
Motivated by ICA, we specify a non-Gaussian source distribution model for the source
signals via a joint prior for {X`,D`} as
f [X`,D`] ∝
∏
u<v
exp(−τ |X`(u)′D`X`(v)|). (5)
For mixing coefficients A, we adopt non-informative priors. We can then show that the
MAP estimate for [A, {X`,D`}] are derived by minimizing the following, i.e.
min
N∑
i=1
1
σ2
‖Yi −
q∑
`=1
ai`L(X`D`X ′`)‖22 + τ
∑
`,u<v
|X`(u)′D`X`(v)|+ C, (6)
where C is a constant. It is straightforward to show that (6) is equivalent to the LOCUS
optimization in (4). From the Bayesian perspective on LOCUS, we see that the proposed
new sparsity regularization results from a specification of a joint prior on {X`,D`} that
is directly related to the connectivity source signal S` = L(X`D`X ′`). In comparison, the
existing vector-wise penalization and nuclear norm penalization have been shown to derive
from specifying prior on X` or on D` alone (Park and Casella, 2008; Goh et al., 2017).
2.4 Estimation
In this section, we present the estimation method for learning the parameters LOCUS. First,
we introduce the data preprocessing step prior to LOCUS. We then present an efficient node-
rotation algorithm and show block multi-convexity for the proposed optimization function.
We also propose a procedure for tuning parameter selection.
2.4.1 Preprocessing prior to LOCUS decomposition
Prior to LOCUS decomposition, we take several preprocessing steps that are commonly
adopted in blind source separation, which includes centering, dimension reduction and
whitening. The preprocessing is generally performed to facilitate the subsequent decompo-
sition by reducing the computational load and avoid overfitting (Hyva¨rinen et al., 2001).
Following the preprocessing procedure from previous work (Beckmann and Smith, 2004; Shi
and Guo, 2016; Wang and Guo, 2019), we first demean the group connectivity data Y and
then perform a dimension reduction and whitening procedure on the demeaned data. That
is, Y˜ = HY , where H = (Λq − σ˜2qI)−1/2U ′q. Uq and Λq contains the first q eigenvectors
and eigenvalues based on singular value decomposition of Y . The residual variance, σ˜2q ,
represents the variability in Y that is not explained by the extracted q latent sources and
10
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is estimated by the average of the smallest N − q eigenvalues in Λq. The preprocessed data
Y˜ is of dimension q × p where each column corresponds to one of the p connections in the
brain.
With the preprocessing, the model in (2) can be re-expressed on the reduced and sphered
space as following:
Y˜ = A˜S + E˜, (7)
where A˜ = HA and E˜ = HE. Due to the whitening in the preprocessing, the mixing
matrix on the reduced space A˜ = {a˜i`} ∈ Rq×q is orthogonal (Hyva¨rinen and Oja, 2000;
Beckmann and Smith, 2004). Note that the dimension reduction in the preprocessing is per-
formed on the row space of Y which corresponds to the subject domain and does not affect
the column space of Y which corresponds to the connectivity domain. The optimization
function for LOCUS with the preprocessed data is then
min
A˜,{X`,D`}
q∑
i=1
‖Y˜i −
q∑
`=1
a˜i`L(X`D`X ′`)‖22 + φ
q∑
`=1
∑
u<v
|X`(u)′D`X`(v)|, (8)
where Y˜i is the transpose of ith row in Y˜ for i = 1, . . . , q.
The following Lemma presents a way to further rewrite the optimization function to
help simply the estimation.
Lemma 1 With an orthogonal mixing matrix A˜, the optimization in (8) is equivalent to
min
A˜,{X`,D`}
q∑
`=1
‖Y˜ ′A˜` − L(X`D`X ′`)‖22 + φ
q∑
`=1
∑
u<v
|X`(u)′D`X`(v)|, (9)
where A˜` is the `th column of A˜.
The proof of the Lemma is presented in Appendix. The rewriting in Lemma 1 mainly change
the first term in the optimization function in (8) that evaluates the difference between the
preprocessed observations and the LOCUS model fit. The rewriting essentially changes the
first term from evaluating the difference on the processed data domain in (8) to evaluating
the difference on the source signal domain in (9). Since the preprocessed data are whitened
and reduced to the same dimension as the source signals, we can show that the difference
on these two domains are equivalent (see Appendix for proof of Lemma 1). The change to
the source signal domain allows us to develop an efficient updating algorithm on each of
the latent sources in the estimation as shown in the following section.
2.4.2 A Node-Rotation Algorithm
We propose an efficient algorithm to solve the optimization problem in (9). Denote Θ =
[A˜, {X`,D`}] as the parameters to learn. We propose the following iterative estimation
algorithm which includes 3 major updating steps. A summary of the algorithm is presented
in Algorithm 1.
Step 1: Updating X`. We propose a novel node-rotation algorithm that updates X`
at one of the node v while conditioning on the rest of the nodes and then rotating across
11
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the nodes. This algorithm exploits the conditional convexity in X`(v) given the other
parameters. Specifically, at the tth iteration, we update Xˆ
(t)
` (v), v = 1, .., V , conditioning
on A˜, D` and X`(−v) estimated from the t− 1 iteration, where X`(−v) is X` with the vth
row removed. The updated Xˆ
(t)
` (v) is obtained via the following,
min
X`(v)
∥∥∥Y˜ ′{v} ˆ˜A` − Xˆ`(−v)Dˆ`X`(v)∥∥∥2
2
+ φ
V∑
u=1
u6=v
|Xˆ`(u)′Dˆ`X`(v)|, (10)
where Y˜{v} is a q × (V − 1) sub-matrix of Y˜ which includes the subset of columns in Y˜
that correspond to connections involving node v. A detailed derivation from (9) to (10) is
provided in the Appendix. It is straightforward to show that the optimization in (10) is
convex.
We propose the following procedure for solving (10). First, we define B`{v} ∈ RV−1 to
represent Xˆ`(−v)Dˆ`X`(v). We obtain estimate Bˆ`{v} via the optimization below which is
a rewrite of (10),
min
B`{v}∈RV−1
∥∥∥Y˜ ′{v}A˜` −B`{v}∥∥∥2
2
+ φ
∥∥∥B`{v}∥∥∥
1
, (11)
Following Fan and Li (2001), we derive the following analytic solution for (11),
Bˆ`{v} = diag
(
sgn
(
Y˜ ′{v}A˜`
))
δ
(|Y˜ ′{v}A˜`| − φ2 1V−1),
where sgn represents sign function for each element and δ denotes a rectifier function (δ(x) =
x if x > 0 otherwise 0).
In the next step, we project Bˆ`{v} to the low-rank space spanned by Xˆ`(−v)Dˆ` to obtain
the estimate for X`(v), i.e.,
Xˆ
(t)
` (v) = Dˆ
−1
` (Xˆ`(−v)′Xˆ`(−v))−1Xˆ`(−v)′Bˆ`{v}. (12)
The optimization in (11) is to obtain an intermediate estimate Bˆ`{v} which is an estimate
of the `th latent source signal which satisfies the desired element-wise sparsity but does not
have the low-rank structure. Then, in (12), we project the intermediate estimate onto the
low-rank space to obtain an updated latent subspace coordinate estimate for the vth node
in the `th source signal.
After updating X`(v), we rotate to the next node and repeat the procedure described
above across nodes v = 1, . . . , V to obtain updated estimate for X`. An advantage of
the proposed Node-Rotation algorithm is that it has analytic solutions and does not need
gradient-based numerical approximation, which makes it highly efficient and reliable.
Step 2: Updating D`. The second step is to update the diagonal matrix D` for ` =
1, ..., q, given the estimate of X` from the tth iteration and the estimate of A˜ from the
t − 1 iteration. We update the estimate of the diagonal of D`, i.e. d` = diag(D`) via the
following,
min
d`∈RR`
∥∥∥Y˜ ′ ˆ˜A` − Zˆ`d`∥∥∥2
2
+ φ‖Zˆ`d`‖1, (13)
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where Zˆ` ∈ Rp×R` with the rth column of Zˆ` being L(Xˆ(r)` Xˆ(r)
′
` ) (r = 1, . . . , R`). A similar
procedure for solving (10) can be adopted for solving (13).
Step 3: Updating A˜. This step is to update mixing matrix A˜ given the estimates of
X` and D` from the tth iteration. Specifically,
ˆ˜
A = Y˜ Sˆ(t)
′
(Sˆ(t)Sˆ(t)
′
)
−1
, (14)
where Sˆ(t) = [Sˆ
(t)
1 , . . . , Sˆ
(t)
q ]′ with Sˆ` = L(Xˆ(t)` Dˆ(t)` Xˆ(t)
′
` ). The solution from (14) is then
orthogonalized to obtain the updated mixing matrix.
Algorithm 1 An Iterative Node-Rotation Algorithm for Learning LOCUS
Initial: Initialize
ˆ˜
A
(0)
, {Xˆ(0)` , Dˆ(0)` } based on estimates from existing methods such as
connICA.
repeat
For ` = 1...q,
For v = 1, . . . , V ,
Step 1. Update X`(v) :
Bˆ
(t)
`{v} = argmin
B∈RV−1
∥∥∥Y˜ ′{v}A˜` −B∥∥∥2
2
+ φ
∥∥∥B∥∥∥
1
,
Xˆ
(t)
` (v) = Dˆ
−1
` (Xˆ`(−v)′Xˆ`(−v))−1Xˆ`(−v)′Bˆ(t)`{v}.
End for v
Step 2. Update D`:
dˆ
(t)
` = diag(Dˆ
(t)
` ) = argmin
d`∈RR`
∥∥∥Y˜ ′ ˆ˜A` − Zˆ`d`∥∥∥2
2
+ φ‖Zˆ`d`‖1,
End for `
Step 3. Update A˜:
ˆ˜
A
(t)
= Y˜ Sˆ(t)
′
(Sˆ(t)
′
Sˆ(t))−1
where Sˆ(t) = [Sˆ
(t)
1 , . . . , Sˆ
(t)
q ]
′ with Sˆ(t)` = L(Xˆ(t)` Dˆ(t)` Xˆ(t)
′
` )
.
Perform an orthogonal transformation on
ˆ˜
A
(t)
until ‖
ˆ˜
A
(t)
− ˆ˜A
(t−1)
‖F
‖ ˆ˜A
(t−1)
‖F
< 1 and
‖Sˆ(t)−Sˆ(t−1)‖F
‖Sˆ(t−1)‖F < 2
The LOCUS learning in (8) is non-convex optimization problem. To solve it, we propose
the above estimation algorithm based on the block multi-convex structure of the optimiza-
tion function. A function is block multi-convex if it is convex with respect to each of the
individual arguments while holding all others fixed. The formal definition of block multi-
convexity (Gorski et al., 2007) is provided below.
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Definition 1 (Block Multi-Convexity) Define a partition of set x = {x1, ..., xp} ∈ Rp
as a collection of disjoint non-empty subsets {x1, ..,xh} of x with 1):
⋃h
i=1 xi = x; 2):
xi ⊆ x and xi 6= ∅; 3) xi ∪ xj = ∅. A function f(x1, ..., xp) : Rp 7→ R is a block multi-
convex function if there exists a partition {x1, ..,xh} on {x1, ..., xp} satisfying that f is
convex with respect to each of the individual xi, i = 1, ..., p, while holding all others fixed.
Proposition 1 shows the LOCUS optimization function has the block multi-convexity
structure.
Proposition 1 Let f(A˜, {X`,D`}) be the objective function in (8). The function f is block
multi-convex with respect to the partition of P = {X1(1), ..,X1(V ), . . . ,Xq(V ),d1, ..,dq, A˜}.
The proof of Proposition 1 is presented in the Appendix. Our proposed Node-Rotation
iterative estimation algorithm exploits the block multi-convexity of the objective function
to solve the non-convex optimization problem for learning LOCUS.
2.4.3 Tuning Parameter Selection
In LOCUS, the rank parameters {R`}q`=1 control the dimension of the reduced subspace
of the low-rank structure for the latent connectivity sources. Given the difference in the
topology and structure across the neurocircuitry traits, it is oversimplified to specify a
common rank parameter for all connectivity sources. Therefore, we propose an adaptive
selection approach to choose {R`} for the q latent sources. Specifically, when updating
Sˆ` (` = 1, . . . , q), we denote Sˆ
∗
` to be the latent sources estimated without the low-rank
structure assumption, which can be obtained from the intermediate source estimates in
(11) which have the desired element-wise sparsity but do not have the low-rank structure.
The rank R` is chosen to achieve a desired level of closeness between the unstructured Sˆ
∗
and the latent source with the low-rank structure, i.e. Sˆ` = L(Xˆ`Dˆ`Xˆ ′`). Specifically, R`
is selected to be the smallest integer value such that,
‖Sˆ` − Sˆ∗` ‖22/‖Sˆ∗` ‖22 ≤ 1− ρ, (15)
where ρ ∈ (0, 1) is a proportion parameter controlling the desired level of closeness between
the unstructured and low-rank structured latent sources. Once the proportion parameter ρ
is specified, the proposed approach adaptively selects the rank for each of the latent sources,
flexibly accommodating connectivity traits with different topology characteristics.
With the proposed approach, the tuning parameters for learning the LOCUS model
include φ and ρ. We propose to select those parameters via a BIC-type criterion that
balances between model fitting and model sparsity,
BIC = −2
N∑
i=1
log
(
g(Yi;
q∑
`=1
aˆi`Sˆ`, σˆ
2Ip)
)
+ log(N)
q∑
`=1
‖Sˆ`‖0 (16)
where g denotes the pdf of a multivariate Gaussian distribution, σˆ2 = 1Np
∑
i ‖Yi−
∑q
`=1 aˆi`Sˆ`‖22,
‖ · ‖0 denotes the L0 norm . This criterion balances between model fitting and model spar-
sity, and similar version has been commonly employed in tuning parameter selection on
sparse tensor decomposition (Allen, 2012; Kim et al., 2013; Sun and Li, 2017).
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Figure 4: Generated underlying true source signals of 2 scenarios in the simulation study
3. Simulation Study
In this section, we investigate the performance of our model based on simulation studies.
We compare the performance of LOCUS with two other source separation methods: con-
nICA (Amico et al., 2017) which is a recently developed connectivity ICA method, and the
dictionary learning (DL) method (Mairal et al., 2009) which is a popular sparse decompo-
sition method. Moreover, to evaluate the performance of the proposed angle-based sparsity
regularization, we compare LOCUS with the two commonly used penalization approaches,
i.e. vector-wise L1 penalty and the nuclear norm penalty. Specifically, the vector-wise L1
regularization aims to achieve sparsity in the vectors in the low-rank structure and the pe-
nalizing term is based on
∑q
`=1 ‖X`‖1. The nuclear norm aims to achieve low-rankness in
the source signals and the penalizing term is based on
∑q
`=1 ‖D`‖∗ where ‖ · ‖∗ denotes the
nuclear norm. As with LOCUS, the BIC criteria was used to select the tuning parameters
for these existing sparsity regularization.
3.1 Synthetic Data
We specified V = 50, q = 3 and two sample sizes, N = 50, 100. We considered two
simulation scenarios in terms of the underlying source signals. In scenario I, motivated
by connectivity traits extracted from real imaging data (Figure 2), we generated three
latent connectivity source signals with the diagonal block shape, crossing shape and off-
diagonal block shape as shown in Figure 4 (A). These patterns are commonly observed in
neuroimaging connectivity (Amico et al., 2017; Amico and Gon˜i, 2018a) and hence serve as
15
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Table 1: Simulation results for comparing LOCUS with other methods with 100 simula-
tion runs for Scenario I. Values presented are mean and standard deviation of
correlations between true and estimated: latent sources and loading matrices.
a realistic scenario for brain imaging applications. In scenario II, we considered three latent
source signals with diagonal triangle shape, off-diagonal circle shape and long-range hollow
square shape shown in in Figure 4 (B). These shapes were shown to be several particularly
challenging patterns to capture with the low-rank structure (Zhou et al., 2013). Therefore,
scenario II allows us to evaluate the robustness of the performance of the proposed LOCUS
model under challenging scenarios that deviate from the low-rank assumption. The mixing
coefficients were also sampled from estimates from real imaging data. Furthermore, we
added zero mean Gaussian noises to the mixture of signals where the variance was specified
based on signal-to-noise ratio observed from real data. Specifically, we considered three
variance settings with σ2 = 1, 32 and 62, corresponding to low, medium and high variance
levels, respectively. In summary, we have 2 × 2 × 3 = 12 simulation settings with various
combinations of sample sizes, source signal patterns and variance levels and for each setting
we generated 100 simulation runs to capture the variations in performance.
16
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Table 2: Simulation results for comparing LOCUS with other methods with 100 simula-
tion runs for Scenario II. Values presented are mean and standard deviation of
correlations between true and estimated: latent sources and loading matrices.
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3.2 Evaluation Metrics
Following previous work (Beckmann and Smith, 2005; Guo, 2011; Wang and Guo, 2019),
we evaluate the performance of each method based on the correlations between the truth
and the model-based estimates on the source signals and mixing coefficients. We further
examine the standard deviation of the correlations across 100 simulation runs to evaluate
the robustness of the methods. Results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Furthermore,
to illustrate the accuracy of the methods in recovering the patterns in the latent sources,
we randomly selected 4 simulation runs to display the estimated source signals for the high
variance setting (Figures 5 and 6).
In recent years, there has been increasing emphasis on reproducibility in neuroscience
research. To this end, we evaluate the reproducibility of the latent sources extracted by each
of the methods across the simulation runs using a reliability index proposed by Kemmer
et al. (2018). The index provides a scaled and chance-corrected measure to assess the re-
producibility of latent sources extracted with blind source separation methods. Specifically,
the reliability index of the `th latent source estimates is defined as:
RI` =
1
B
∑B
b=1{h(S`, Sˆ(b)` )} − 1Bq
∑B
b=1
∑q
j=1 h(S`, Sˆ
(b)
j )
1− 1Bq
∑B
b=1
∑q
j=1 h(S`, Sˆ
(b)
j )
, (17)
where B = 100 is the number of replications which are simulation runs in this case, S` is
the true latent source , Sˆ
(b)
` is the latent source estimated from bth simulation run, h(·)
is a measure of similarity between the true and estimated sources, which can be specified
as Pearson correlation (Wang et al., 2016) or Jaccard Index (Real and Vargas, 1996). The
reliability index reflects the similarity between the true and estimated source signals, re-
moving by-chance similarity between the true source and any source estimates out of the
q extracted latent sources. It is further scaled by its maximum possible value so that it
typically ranges from 0 to 1, where RI` = 0 indicates the `th latent source is not repro-
ducible across simulation runs after we correct for by-chance correlations and RI` close to
1 indicates that the component is highly reproducible across replication data. Figure 7
displays the average reproducibility of the latent sources estimated via different methods
under various simulation settings.
3.3 Simulation Results
3.3.1 LOCUS vs. the existing separation methods
Based on the results in Tables 1 and 2, the proposed LOCUS method provides more ac-
curate estimates for the latent sources and mixing coefficients or subject-specific loadings
compared with the existing connICA and dictionary learning method. The correlation stan-
dard deviation of LOCUS is generally lower than that of connICA and dictionary learning,
indicating the results from LOCUS have better stability. Figures 5 and 6 show that LOCUS
produces more accurate results in recovering the underlying connectivity traits in both sce-
nario I and II. In comparison, connICA generates considerably noisier estimates and shows
cross-talking between some of its extracted traits. Dictionary learning has less accurate
estimates than LOCUS in the activated region of the latent sources and also more false
positive findings in the de-activated regions. Compared with LOCUS, the estimated latent
18
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Figure 5: Estimated latent signals of 4 randomly selected simulation runs in Scenario I with high
level variance across all methods.
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Figure 6: Estimated latent signals of 4 randomly selected simulation runs in Scenario II with high
level variance across all methods.
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Figure 7: Reproducibility results on latent sources for both scenarios. The first row rep-
resents the averaged adjusted Pearson correlation between true and estimated
latent sources, while the second row represents for adjusted jaccard index.
sources of dictionary learning are noisy even with L1 penalty. This is because it does not
model the sources with the low-rank structure as LOCUS does, which leads to considerably
larger number of parameters to estimate and noisy results. Furthermore, latent sources
extracted by the proposed LOCUS method consistently demonstrate higher reproducibil-
ity than those estimated by connICA and dictionary learning across all simulation settings
(Figure 7 shows). For example, in Scenario I, with sample size N = 100 and high variance
level, the correlation-based reliability index remains as high as 0.94 for LOCUS’s estimates,
while the reliability is only 0.52 and 0.71 for connICA and dictionary learning.
3.3.2 The novel sparsity regularization vs. the existing sparsity methods
Results in Tables 1 and 2 show the proposed novel sparse regularization of LOCUS leads to
more accurate estimates for the latent sources and subject-specific loadings compared with
the existing vector-wise L1 regularization and the nuclear norm sparsity control. Figures 5
and 6 show that the proposed sparsity regularization produces more accurate and precise
results in recovering the underlying connectivity traits in both scenario I and II. In com-
parison, the vector-wise sparsity leads to structured errors in estimating the latent sources
and fails to detect the true patterns for some of the connectivity traits. The unsatisfactory
performance is because the vector-wise sparsity aims to achieve element-wise sparsity in
the vectors {X`}. In doing so, it often results in structured inaccuracy in estimating the
latent sources which are inner products of the vectors. The nuclear norm sparsity method
accurately recovers the activated regions in Scenario I where the latent sources have low-
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rank structure. However, its estimates are more noisy as compared with those of LOCUS
and have more false positive signals in the non-activated regions. This is because nuclear
norm sparsity aims to achieve low-rankness in the estimated latent sources and does not
necessarily lead to element-wise sparsity in the sources. For scenario II where the patterns
are challenging to capture for the low-rankness structure, the performance of nuclear norm
sparsity is less satisfactory, showing cross-talking between the estimated sources. Finally,
latent sources estimated based on proposed LOCUS sparsity regularization consistently
demonstrate better reproducibility than those estimated with the vector-wise L1 penalty
and nuclear norm penalty across all simulation settings (Figure 7).
4. Application to rs-fMRI data from the Philadelphia
Neurodevelopmental Cohort (PNC)
We applied the proposed method to resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI) data collected in the
Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort (PNC) study.
4.1 PNC Study and Data Description
The PNC is a collaborative project from the Brain Behavior Laboratory at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania and the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP), funded by
NIMH through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Satterthwaite et al.,
2014a,b). The PNC study includes a population-based sample of individuals aged 8–21 years
selected among those who received medical care at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
network in the greater Philadelphia area; the sample is stratified by sex, age and ethnicity.
A subset of participants from the PNC were recruited for a multimodality neuroimaging
study which included resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI).
Prior to analysis, we performed quality control on the rs-fMRI including displacement
analysis to remove images with excessive motion (Satterthwaite et al., 2014b; Wang et al.,
2016). Among the subjects who had rs-fMRI scans, 515 participants’ data met the quality
control criterion and were used in our following analysis. Among these subjects, 290 (56%)
were female and the mean age was 14.51 years (SD = 3.32).
The rs-fMRI data were processed using standard preprocessing procedure. Specifically,
skull stripping was performed on the T1 images to remove extra-cranial material, then the
first four volumes of the functional time series were removed to adjust for initial stabilization,
leaving 120 volumes for subsequent preprocessing. The anatomical image was registered
to the 8th volume of the functional image and subsequently spatially normalized to the
MNI standard brain space. These normalization parameters from MNI space were used
for the functional images, which were smoothed with a 6 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.
Motion corrections were applied on the functional images. A validated confound regression
procedure (Satterthwaite et al., 2015) was performed on each subject’s time series data
to remove confounding factors including motions, global effects, white matter (WM) and
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) nuisance signals. Furthermore, motion-related spike regressors
were included to bound the observed displacement. Lastly, the functional time series data
were band-pass filtered to retain frequencies between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz which is the relevant
frequency range for rs-fMRI.
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In our paper, we adopt Power’s 264-node brain parcellation system (Power et al., 2011)
for connectivity analysis. Each node is a 10 mm diameter sphere in the standard MNI space
representing a putative functional area, and the collection of nodes provides good coverage
of the whole brain. The nodes are assigned into 10 functional modules that correspond
to the major resting state networks (Smith et al., 2009). The functional modules include
medial visual network (“Med Vis,”), occipital pole visual network (“OP Vis,”), lateral visual
network (“Lat Vis,”), default mode network (“DMN,”), cerebellum (“CB,”), sensorimotor
network (“SM,”), auditory network (“Aud,”), executive control network (“EC,”), and right
and left frontoparietal networks (“FPR” and “FPL,”). 232 of the 264 nodes that are
associated with the resting state networks were used for our connectivity analysis. We
extract the fMRI time series from each node and obtain 232× 232 connectivity matrix for
each subject by evaluating the pair-wise correlations between the node-specific fMRI series.
Fisher’s Z transformation is applied to the correlations to obtain the connectivity data for
LOCUS decomposition.
Figure 8: Reproducibility analysis for 18 matched latent sources from LOCUS and con-
nICA. It is shown that for the matched latent sources LOCUS tends to have sig-
nificant higher reproducibility compareed to connICA approach (p-value: 0.005
for Pearson correlation, 0.010 for Jaccard Index).
4.2 Connectivity Analysis for PNC Study
We apply the proposed LOCUS method to decompose the preprocessed functional connec-
tivity data from PNC study. We also implement connICA which represents the currently
leading method in neuroimaging for decomposing brain connectivity data. We extract 30 la-
tent sources in both LOCUS and connICA analysis. For comparison purpose, we match the
estimated latent sources from LOCUS and connICA based on their correlations and identify
18 matching sources with correlations of 0.6 and above. We evaluate the reproducibility of
the extracted latent sources through re-sampling the observed data. Specifically, we ran-
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domly bootstrap the data set for 200 times and apply LOCUS and connICA to extract
latent sources from each of these bootstrap data samples. We evaluate the reproducibility
of the results across the bootstrap samples using the reliability index in (17).
Figure 8 compares the reproducibility of the 18 matched latent sources extracted by
LOCUS and connICA using reliability indices based on both Pearson correlation and Jac-
card Index. The connectivity traits from LOCUS show significantly higher reproducibility
compared with those from connICA (p-value: 0.005 for Pearson correlation, 0.010 for Jac-
card Index). For most of the 18 traits, the LOCUS’s estimates demonstrate about 15% to
50% increase in reliability as compared with those from connICA.
Figure 9 displays 6 highly reproducible connectivity traits with correlation-based relia-
bility index of 0.7 or higher. Compared with the noisy estimates from connICA, the latent
sources extracted by LOCUS clearly reveal the neural circuits contributing to each of the
connectivity trait. In Figure 10, we map the LOCUS estimated top 1% edges from each of
the 6 connectivity traits onto the brain using BrainNet Viewer (Xia et al., 2013). Trait 1
mainly consists of connections involving nodes from the FPL and Aud functional modules.
Trait 2 mainly consists of connections within the Med Vis module and connections between
Med Vis and some brain regions including the other visual modules, i.e. Op Vis and Lat
Vis., and medial frontal cortex regions in the EC module. Trait 3 is a cerebellum-related
connectivity trait including connections within CB and also between CB and the other
brain regions. Trait 4 consists of the connections between Op Vis and brain regions. Trait
5 mainly consists of edges connecting Med Vis with sensory and motor modules including
SM,CB, Aud and also with anterior cingulate regions in EC. Trait 6 mainly consists of
connections among the cognitive functional modules including EC, DMN, FPL and FPR.
In addition to improving the accuracy and reliability in extracting the connectivity traits,
LOCUS also generates subject-specific trait loadings that show stronger association with
subjects’ demographic characteristics. For example, LOCUS derived subjects’ loadings for
latent source 3 , i.e. the cerebellum-related connectivity trait, are found to be significantly
associated with subjects’ age (p = 0.027). This result coincides with previous findings
in the neuroscience literature that show age-related changes in cerebellum connectivity
during adolescence (Kundu et al., 2018). In comparison, the subjects’ loadings on the
corresponding connectivity trait from connICA fail to reveal such association (p = 0.952).
The results show that with the advantages provided by the low-rank structure and the novel
sparsity regularization, the proposed LOCUS method generates much more accurate and
parsimonious results in recovering underlying connectivity traits. This not only reduces
false positive findings in brain connections but may also lead to more precise estimates of
subject trait loadings that help reveal the linkage between brain connectivity traits and
demographic and clinical factors.
Another advantage of LOCUS is that it also identifies several reproducible connectivity
traits that are not revealed by connICA. Figure 11 shows two latent sources (LS) estimated
from LOCUS which have relatively high reproducibility, with reliability of 0.64 (LS7) and
0.55 (LS8), but are not identified by connICA. Figure 12 displays the top 1% edges of these
two latent sources. LS7 contains connections involved with the visual networks including
connections within Lat Vis and anterior-posterior connections between Lat Vis and EC,
FPL and DMN. Analysis of the subjects’ loadings on LS7 shows that this connectivity
trait is significantly associated with subject’s gender (p = 0.005), which has been shown in
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Figure 9: Heatmap of six matched latent sources between LOCUS and connICA with high repro-
ducibility, where these six latent sources estimated from LOCUS have a Pearson-based
reproducibility higher than 0.7.
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Figure 10: Visualizing the top 1% brain connectivities of the 6 matched latent signals based on
LOCUS using BrainNetViewer (blue are negative edges, red are positive edges).
existing neuroscience literature (Ingalhalikar et al., 2014). LS8 mainly contains connections
involving the EC network including connections within EC and the connections between
EC and SM, Op Vis, Aud. The subjects’ loadings of LS8 are significantly associated with
their age (p < 0.001).
5. Discussion
In this paper, we propose a novel signal separation framework designed for decomposing
imaging-based brain connectivity matrices to reveal underlying connectivity traits. The
proposed LOCUS method has several key innovations. Motivated by the observed charac-
teristics in connectivity data, LOCUS uses a low-rank structure to significant reduce the
number of parameters and improve accuracy and precision, leading to more efficient and re-
liable source separation for connectivity metrics. Moreover, we propose a novel angle-based
sparsity regularization for the low-rank decomposition. This regularization is methodolog-
ically appealing by directly targeting the connectivity traits in its sparsity control, hence
showing better performance than existing sparsity regularization methods. Furthermore,
unlike many existing sparsity regularization which require numerical methods to solve, our
new sparsity penalization lead to explicit analytic solutions to the optimization function in
26
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Figure 11: Two estimated latent sources based on LOCUS which are not identified by connICA.
These 2 latent sources have relatively high reproducibility and are significantly associ-
ated with subjects’ clinical outcomes, i.e. gender and age,
Figure 12: Visualizing the top 1% brain connectivities of the 2 estimated latent signals from LOCUS
which are not identified by connICA (blue are negative edges, red are positive edges).
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the estimation, which increases computational efficiency. We show that the optimization
function of LOCUS has the block multi-convex structure and propose a novel node-rotation
algorithm for learning the LOCUS model. We conduct extensive simulation studies with
data generated from various types of underlying source signals. The proposed LOCUS
method demonstrates superior performance than the existing methods in both the simula-
tion studies and the real data application. The sparsity penalization term in the current
paper is based on the L1 norm. The proposed method and algorithm can be readily extended
to alternative types of norms such as L2, MCP and SCAD. Furthermore, the proposed LO-
CUS is applicable to various types of connectivity measures such as structural connectivity
from DTI or functional connectivity measured by mutual information. Finally, the proposed
angled-based sparsity regularization can be generally applied to tensor-decomposition meth-
ods that involve the low-rank structure, providing a useful new alternative to the existing
sparsity penalization methods. We plan to release an R package on The Comprehensive
R Archive Network (CRAN) and Neuroconductor to facilitate the implementation of the
LOCUS method.
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Appendix
1. Proof of Lemma 1:
Denote L(X`D`X ′`) as S`, and given the orthogonality on A˜, we have
q∑
i=1
∥∥∥Y˜i − q∑
`=1
a˜i`L(X`D`X ′`)
∥∥∥2
2
=
q∑
i=1
∥∥∥Y˜i − q∑
`=1
a˜i`S`
∥∥∥2
2
= ‖Y˜ − A˜S‖2F = ‖A˜(A˜′Y˜ − S)‖2F
=
∥∥∥[Y˜ ′A˜1, ..., Y˜ ′A˜q]′ − [S1, ...,Sq]′∥∥∥2
F
=
q∑
`=1
‖Y˜ ′A˜` − S`‖22
=
q∑
`=1
∥∥∥Y˜ ′A˜` − L(X`D`X ′`)∥∥∥2
2
,
where A˜` is the `th column of A˜. This finished the proof of Lemma 1.
2. Derivation of the update for X`(v) in the Node-Rotation algorithm:
To see the linkage between (9) and (10) , we first transfer (9) into the following edge-wise
form: ∥∥∥Y˜ ′A˜` − L(X`D`X ′`)∥∥∥2
2
+ φ
∑
u<v
|X`(u)′D`X`(v)|
=
∑
u<v
(
A˜′`Y˜ (u, v)−X`(u)′D`X`(v)
)2
+ φ
∑
u<v
|X`(u)′D`X`(v)|,
which contains V (V − 1)/2 terms. To update X`(v) while conditioning on others, we only
need the terms involving X`(v) which contains V − 1 terms:
f(X`(v)) =
V∑
u=1
u6=v
(
A˜′`Y˜ (u, v)−X`(u)′D`X`(v)
)2
+ φ
V∑
u=1
u6=v
|X`(u)′D`X`(v)|
=
∥∥∥Y˜ ′{v}A˜` −X`(−v)D`X`(v)∥∥∥2
2
+ φ
V∑
u=1
u6=v
|X`(u)′Dˆ`X`(v)|,
which is same as (10).
3. Proof of Proposition 1. Block Multi-Convexity:
It is straightforward to show the following proof of block multi-convexity applies to both
the LOCUS model (2) on the original data as well as the model (7) on the preprocessed
data. We will use the notations from the original data model in the following.
Let f(·) be the objective function in (8). We define the parameter partition of P =
{X1(1), ..,X1(V ), ..,Xq(V ),d1, ..,dq,A}, where X`(v)(v = 1, . . . , V ) is the vth element of
X` (` = 1, . . . , q) and d` = diag(D`). We show that the function f is convex with respect
to each individual argument in P while holding the others fixed.
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First, we show the convexity of f w.r.t. X`(v) given the other terms. We rewrite the
function f as follows,
f =
∑
i
∑
u<v
(
Yi(u, v)−
q∑
`=1
ai`X`(u)
′D`X`(v)
)2
+ φ
q∑
`=1
∑
u<v
|X`(u)′D`X`(v)|
=
∑
i
V∑
u=1
u6=v
(
Yi(u, v)− ai`X`(u)′D`X`(v)−
∑
h6=`
aihXh(u)
′DhXh(v)
)2
+ φ
V∑
u=1
u6=v
|X`(u)′D`X`(v)|+ c
=
∑
i
(
Y
(0)
i{v} − ai`X`(−v)D`X`(v)
)2
+ φ
V∑
u=1
u6=v
‖X`(−v)D`X`(v)‖1 + c, (18)
where Yi(u, v) is the element in Yi that corresponds to the edge connecting node u and
v, , Y
(0)
i{v} = Yi(u, v) −
∑
h6=` aihXh(u)
′DhXh(v) and c is a constant which doesn’t involve
X`(v).
From (18), we can derive the Hessian matrix ofX`(v) to be
∑N
i=1 a
2
i`D`X`(−v)′X`(−v)D`,
which is positive semi-definite. This proves the convexity of f w.r.t. X`(v) while fixing the
other terms.
Next, to show that f is convex w.r.t. d` while fixing the other terms, we note that
X`(u)
′D`X`(v) = (X`(u) ◦X`(v))′d`, where ◦ denotes Hadamard product. We can readily
derive the Hessian matrix for d` which can also be shown as positive semi-definite. Lastly,
for A, when fixing the other terms, the function f in terms of A is the least square problem
and hence the convexity of f w.r.t. A readily follows.
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